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Abstract. In this article we present a methodology for classification of text
from web authors, using sociolinguistic inspired text features. The proposed
methodology uses a baseline text mining based feature set, which is combined
with text features that quantify results from theoretical and sociolinguistic studies. Two combination approaches were evaluated and the evaluation results
indicated a significant improvement in both combination cases. For the best
performing combination approach the accuracy was 84.36%, in terms of percentage of correctly classified web posts.
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Introduction

The expansion of text-based social media is impressive and the need of classifying the
provided information into sub categories is an important task. This categorization can
be made in terms of topic, genre, author, gender, age, etc. according to the informational need and the purpose of the users. This is implemented by identifying differential features characterizing the demanded purpose. Every social media user leaves his
digital fingerprints on the web, not only by declaring personal information, but unconsciously through his writing style. One of the most important issues on this field is
the identification of the user’s gender and the classification of documents according to
this specification. It is a challenging task, given that in the typical case the gender is
identified without taking into account the personal information the user provides, but
estimated only using the content of his/her texts.
Gender classification is an important field of text mining with many commercial
applications. The knowledge of the user’s gender is important to companies in order
to promote a product or a service, if it is preferable mostly by women or men. Market
analysis and advertising professionals are interested in which product or service is
more talked or liked between the two groups, and should be addressed to women or
men. Gender classification is also considerable in e-government services and social

science studies. Useful conclusions can be extracted about the different trends among
women and men, different topics of interests, political views, social concerns, world
theories, and many other issues. Since it is quite difficult for social scientists to manually go through large volumes of data, computer-based solutions supported by the
recent advances in natural language processing and machine learning have techniques
been proposed. In parallel to computer-based solutions sociolinguists have offered
essential knowledge in support of the task of gender identification from written language.
Sociolinguistics is the specific scientific domain of linguistics which studies the influence of social factors into the written and spoken language. Factors as gender, age,
education, etc., delimitate the linguistic diversity and variation, the linguistic choices
that people and social groups make in everyday life. The differences between men
and women’s language can be detected in their texts, due to the separate linguistic
choices they make. These choices can be identified in all levels of linguistic analysis
(from the phonetic to the pragmatic one) and they may be conscious or not, differentiating the speaker’s attitude from the standard language in a given communicative
occasion [1].
In our study, an interdisciplinary methodology for the detection of the author’s
gender is proposed, based on features derived from two different disciplines, the
gender linguistic variation and the gender classification. These two kinds of features
are fused in order to achieve higher accuracy and prove that linguistics and text mining, when combined, can contribute to better gender identification results.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the
background work in the field of gender identification, after theoretical, empirical and
computational studies. Section 3 describes our methodology and in Section 4 the experimental part of our work is presented. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude this work.
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Related Work

Several studies related to author's gender discrimination have been reported in the
literature, both based on computer-based methods (text mining) and theoretical models (sociolinguistic). The first ones concentrate on efficient computational algorithms
while the latter ones on social cues expressed through linguistic expressions on written text.
As considers text mining based approaches, they typically consider author’s gender
identification as a text classification issue [2, 3]. Koppel et al. [4] propose text classification methods to extract the author’s gender from formal texts, using features such
as n-grams and function words that are more usual in authorship attribution. This
research combines stylometric and text classification techniques, in order to extract
the author’s gender. Argamon et al. [5] have applied factor analysis for gender and
age classification in texts mined from the blogosphere. Ansari et al. [6]have used
frequency counting of tokens, tf-idf and POS-tags to find the gender of blog authors.
In Burger et al. [7] a study on gender recognition of texts from Twitter was presented,

where the content of the tweet combined with the username and other information
related to the user we used. Many recent studies around gender classificationdeal with
social media and they propose methods that identify the gender [8, 9, 10] and in some
cases the age of the web users [11]. Most of the reported approaches implement their
experiments, taking into account features, such as gender-polarized words, POS tags
and sentence length, in order to obtain best classification results. In Sarawgi et al. [12]
a comparative study of gender attribution, without taking into account the topic or the
genre of the selected text is presented. Holgrem and Shyu[13] applied machine learning techniques using a feature vector containing word counts, in order to detect the
author's gender of Facebook statuses. In Rangel and Rosso [14] a set of stylistic features to extract the gender and age of authors using a large set of documents from the
social web written in Spanish was presented. Marquardt et al.[15] evaluated the appropriateness of several feature setsfor age and gender classification in social media.
Except the text-mining approaches, sociolinguistic studies offer valuable information about the gender characterization of a text. The basic concept of sociolinguistics,
and more specifically the gender linguistic variation, is perceived as a socially different but linguistically equal way to say the same thing [8]. A general opinion about the
women’s language is that women tend to make a more conservative use of language
by using more standard types than men [16]. Women use non-normative forms only
when they adapt socially prestigious changes, local linguistic elements, communicative indirection, and under specific communicative situations [17, 18]. Under standard
conditions, they have a smaller vocabulary than men, using a narrower range of different lexical types. Compared to men discourse, women tend to use more complex
syntactic structures by forming many explanatory secondary phrases in the period.
The use of "empty" adjectives which have the sense of admiration and/or approval is
also frequent in women’s language, as well the use of questions in place of statements
[19, 20, 21]. Moreover, specific lexical choices that women do unlike men (use of
norm types, avoid bad words, etc.), researchers observe their effort in many cases to
decline the illocutionary force of their utterances. This phenomenon is achieved by
using palliative forms like tag-questions, interrogative intonation instead of affirmations, extension of requests and hedges of uncertainty. As considers women's language, theyuse different politeness, agreement and disagreement strategies than men
and more sentimental expressions, indirect requests and hypercorrected grammar
types [22, 23]. Men on the other hand, tend to use more bad words, slang types and
coarse language. They insert in their vocabulary non-norm forms and neologisms. In
Alami et al.[24] study of the lexical density in male and female discourseand comparison of the relationship to the discourse length is performed. Eckert [25] merged existing and traditional theories, in order to create patterns about the gender-specific variation, and analyzed the meaning and the social context around a given linguistic attitude. In recent studies [26, 27, 28] researchers discuss the social factor and the stylistic information in different communicative situation in order to explain the specific
linguistic choice of speakers.
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Gender Classification Methodology

Most of the previous studies in the field of gender identification are based either in
theoretical analysis and empirical findings or in computational approaches. The first
kind of research, conducted by expert sociolinguists, can reveal frequent but also rare
differential characteristics after empirical studies. These studies confirm existing
theories and they create new rules. However, theoretical studies are time consuming,
since working with large and different data collections is tedious, especially when
need to verify rare discriminative rules which will probably appear only in large volumes of text data. On the other hand, computational approaches based on data mining
algorithms can perform efficient and fast process of large data collections; however,
the results are frequently biased to the specifications of the dataset used. Moreover,
infrequent discriminative rules either will not appear in the evaluation text or they will
be considered by the algorithm as outliers rather than newly discovered patterns.
The objective of the present approach for author gender identification is to exploit
existing knowledge from the sociolinguistics domain in order to enhance the performance of the dominating text mining solutions. Thus, we combine sociolinguistic
characteristics and data-driven features for gender classification. Specifically, a number of well-known and widely used in text mining methods features for text, author
and gender classification are used to build a baseline feature vector [29]. This feature
vector is combined with features inspired from sociolinguistic studies in order to enhance the gender discriminative ability of a classification engine.The sociolinguistic
characteristics of gender variation may be summarized as: ‘syntacticcomplexity’, ‘use
of adjectives’, ‘sentence length’, ‘different politeness and agreement/disagreement
strategies’, ‘tag questions’, ‘slang types’, ‘bad words’, ‘sentimental language’, ‘lexical density’, ‘interrogative intonation’ and ‘vocabulary richness’.
The baseline (BASE) feature set and the features inspired from sociolinguistics
(SLING) are presented in Table 1. The baseline feature vector has length equal to 24
and the sociolinguistic-inspired list of features has length equal to 11.
Table 1. The BASE and SLING features used in author’s gender classification.

BASE features

SLING features

# of characters per web post
normalized # of alphabetic characters
normalized # of upper case characters
# of occurrence of each alphabetic character
normalized # of digit characters
normalized # of tab ('\t') characters
normalized # of space characters
normalized # of special characters ("@",
"#", "$", "%", "&", "*", "~", "^", "-", "=",
"+", ">", "<", "[", "]", "{", "}", "|", "\", "/")
total # of words

normalized # of the sentence verbs
normalized # of adjectives per comment
normalized # of the text’s words
# of standard polite,
agreement/disagreement phrases
# of tag question phrases
# of slang types
# of bad words
normalized # of sentimentally polarized
words of the comment, according to
SentiWordNet[30]
normalized # of the document’s content

normalized # of words with length less
than 4 characters
# of punctuation symbols (".", ",", "!", "?",
":", ";", "'", "\"")
average word length
# of lines
average # of characters per sentence
# of sentences
normalized # of unique words
# of paragraphs
average # of words per sentence
# of "hapax legomena"
# of "hapax dislegomena"
normalized # of characters per word
# of function words
average # of sentences per paragraph
average # of characters per paragraph

words
normalized # of the question marks to
the total # of the document’s punctuation
normalized # of different words per
comment

For the combination of the baseline (BASE) and sociolinguistic-inspired (SLING)
features we relied on two fusion approaches. In the first approach (early combination), the SLING features are appended to the BASE vector and the concatenated
feature vector is processed by a classification algorithm. In the second approach (late
combination), the data-driven (BASE) and the knowledge-based (SLING) vectors are
separately processed by classification engines and the results are fused by a secondstage classifier. In both early and late fusion scenarios both data-based (from data
mining) and sociolinguistic-inspired knowledge is utilized in the classification procedure.
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Experimental Setup and Results

The text mining based and sociolinguistic-inspired combination methodology described in Section 3 was evaluated using a dataset collection of users’ comments on
web. Our dataset consists of user comments in English about various topics extracted
from forums and web sites. It contains comments from different sources, covering
various thematic areas both from gender-preferential sites and forums, like fashion
(typically preferred by women) or cars (typically preferred by men) and neutral web
sources (like news, health etc). The size of the corpus is 326,736 words. The number
of the characters is equal to 1,643,547. The gender division between men and women
is 42% and 58% respectively.
For the classification stage, we relied on several dissimilar machine learning algorithms, which have extensively been reported in the literature. In particular, we used a

multilayer perceptron neural network (MLP) and support vector machines (SVMs),
using radial basis kernel (RBF) and polynomial kernel (poly). Furthermore, we employed Adaboost.M1, which is a boosting algorithm combined with decision trees
(AdaBoost) and a bagging algorithm using decision trees (Bagging). Finally, we used
three decision tree algorithms, namely the random tree (RandTree), the random forest
(RandForest) and thefast decision tree learner (RepTree). All classifiers were implemented using WEKA toolkit [31]. In order to avoid overlap between training and test
subsets a 10-fold cross validation evaluation protocol was followed. The performance
results in terms of percentages of correctly classified web posts are tabulated in Table
2. The best performance per setup is indicated in bold.
Table 2. Gender classification results using different combination setups and algorithms.

MLP
SVM(rbf)
SVM(poly)
Bagging
Boosting
RepTree
RandForest
RandTree

BASE

SLING

82.31
67.49
82.72
82.72
82.10
82.92
82.72
79.84

66.87
50.00
63.17
69.35
69.14
67.08
69.34
66.05

BASE+SLING
(early fusion)
82.51
68.31
84.16
83.54
82.51
80.86
82.72
81.07

BASE+SLING
(late fusion)
84.36
83.13
82.92
82.30
81.07
81.48
79.84
75.51

As can be seen in Table 1, the use of SLING features improves gender classification accuracy by almost 1,5% comparing to the best BASE alone. Specifically, the
best BASE performance was 82.92% using the RepTree classifier, while the overall
best performance was 84.36%, which was achieved with the late combination approach and the MLP classification algorithm. The SLING approach standalone does
not offer competitive performance comparing to the BASE setup, however in both
fusion setups there is an increase of performance which shows the importance of the
sociolinguistic-inspired features. As considers the evaluated classification algorithms
for the case of early combination where the fusion feature vector is of length equal to
24+11=35, the SVM algorithm outperforms all others, probably to the fact that it does
not suffer from the curse of dimensionality. In the late fusion case, where the fusion
vector consists of the probability of being male/female from BASE and SLING (i.e.
2+2=4 length) the MLP classifier performs better than SVM.

5

Conclusions

The exploitation of the existing knowledge extracted from theoretical and sociolinguistic studies and the transformation of this qualitative information to quantitative
metrics can improve text-based gender classification accuracy. The use of sociolinguistic-inspired text features is not essential only for combination with typical text

mining features, as demonstrated in this article, but can also be used to fine-tune
computational algorithms by supporting the training of statistical-based models
through definition initialization values and restriction of range of values of free parameters which will protect from models biased to specific data.
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